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On 25 of November 2023 our 
Burning Man Netherlands 
community reunites during the 
Dutch Decompression in 
RADION, Amsterdam.

What if Artificial Intelligence 
would take over the DECOM?” 

“Dear CHAT-GPT,
Rainbow Pony: 



CHAT-GPT: 
“The event could feature various interactive installations, workshops, 
and performances that showcase the positive impact of AI -Burn on 
art, music, and culture. 
Here are some possible elements:

● Interactive AI Art: Artists and technologists could collaborate to 
create interactive art installations that respond to the 
participants' movements, emotions, or even thoughts. This could 
represent the blending of human and AI creativity.

● AI-Enhanced Music: Music performances could involve musicians 
using AI-powered instruments or incorporating AI-generated 
sounds and beats to create unique and immersive auditory 
experiences.

● AI-Assisted Workshops: Participants could engage in workshops 
where AI is used as a creative tool to assist in generating art, 
poetry, or music. This would demonstrate how AI can act as a 
partner in the creative process.



● Ethical AI Discussions: Talks and panel discussions could address the 
ethical considerations and challenges associated with AI integration, 
ensuring that participants engage in thought-provoking conversations 
about responsible AI use.

● Virtual Reality and AI: Virtual reality experiences enhanced by AI could 
transport attendees to imaginative and AI-generated worlds, blurring 
the lines between physical and virtual realities.

● AI in Nature and Sustainability: The event could also explore how AI 
can contribute to sustainability efforts and environmental protection 
through smart technologies and data analysis.

● AI and Performance Art: Performers could incorporate AI-powered 
elements into their acts, demonstrating how technology can enhance 
artistic expression.

The overall aim of this theme would be to foster a sense of wonder, curiosity, 
and collaboration between humans and AI. It should encourage attendees to 
think critically about the role of technology in their lives and how it can be 
harnessed for positive and meaningful purposes. Additionally, it could serve 
as an opportunity to demystify AI and inspire participants to explore new 
possibilities for creative expression through technology.”

Source: ChatGPT



Rainbow Pony: 

“Dear BURN-GPT,

What THEME would you 
suggest for the Dutch 
Decompression 2023?”

#GIVEMESOMEMORE



BURN-GPT:

“If Artificial Intelligence (AI) would to take over the 
Dutch Decompression Event at Radion Amsterdam, 
it could be a fascinating, surrealistic & futuristic experience. 
The theme I would suggest is:

“ARTIFISION” 
A(I) Vision where the Minds & Machines Merge

In this Artificial Imaginary World participants would find 
themselves in an immersive & playful illustry where the 
boundaries between reality and virtuality blur.“



Origin of the word avatar: 
“Avatar refers to the incarnation or 
manifestation of a higher being in human 
or animal form. In Hinduism, avatars are 
believed to be physical embodiments of 
gods, 
who incarnates to restore cosmic order.”

Ode to your 
favourite Avatar(s)



BURN-GPT:

“CELEBRATE THE EMBODIMENT 
OF ARTIFICIAL REALITY
In sissling Radion Anthropomorphic Robots come to live,

here you cross NEONetties & SIFÏans & Space Kittens,

dance with Algoritme Adventurers & Imitation Game Heros,
 
where CosPlayGirl checkmates a Deep Blue Beard &

you’ll get some Deep Fake Shots at the NFTitty Bar.”

 

https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=Anthropomorphic+Robots&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjY0sOY_7uAAxVvxgIHHaY_CG8QkeECKAB6BAgOEAE


A Cosmic Fairy Tail 



AI Edition



AI Edition



CHILL OUT

Dear Sheeple,
What do you say 
about the theme 
ARTIFISION? 
How does AI 
relate to your 
department?

Heeft iemand nog iets te mekkeren? ;)



ART & DECO





BURNING MAN 2023

What place will AI have in our art and society? 
Today, it’s a cute friendly creature that some 
hate but many adore. It’s human-like and it 
seems it admires humans, obsessively learning 
all it can about us, and we’re happy to help it. 
We let it observe us, see our loves and fears, 
and absorb our art. It reciprocates, and many 
of us love the art it gives us back. But is it just 
a reflection of ourselves? Will it adore us, fear 
us, hate us or consume us? Let’s have this vital 
conversation and explore the future of art with 
the brilliant artists of Burning Man!

By: Aliona Kuznetsova & Volodymyr Kuznetsov

AI&I

https://burningman.org/event/2023-art-installations/#a2I8X00000hDfAWUA0


A(I)NIMALIA 





ALICE 
IN BURNING LAND

GATE / ENTRANCE



CRAFTERNOON

MAD HATTERS 
& MASKS 



THANK YOU FOR 
JOINING THE 
DUTCH 
DECOMPRESSION 
2023 ORG TEAM!
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Contact: annelien@burningman.nl


